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          Disposable Cutlery in Indore


In a world that increasingly values sustainability, Tag Ingredients India Pvt Ltd in Indore stands as a beacon of eco-conscious innovation. As providers of Disposable Cutlery in Indore, we are committed to providing convenient, high-quality options that leave a positive impact on the planet. Whether you're a consumer looking for eco-friendly utensils or a business seeking sustainable solutions in Indore, our range of disposable cutlery is designed to meet your needs. Choose us in Indore for cutlery that's good for you and the environment.


Disposable Cutlery Manufacturers in Indore


We specialize in providing environmentally friendly solutions in Indore with our range of disposable cutlery. Our products are designed to meet the needs of modern consumers in Indore who seek convenience without compromising on sustainability. As Disposable Cutlery Manufacturers in Indore, we understand the importance of offering high-quality options that reduce waste and promote eco-conscious practices. Our disposable cutlery line is perfect for events, parties, and everyday use in Indore, offering a convenient alternative to traditional plastic utensils.


Wooden Cutlery Suppliers in Indore


Our wooden cutlery is crafted from sustainable sources in Indore, ensuring that each piece is not only functional but also environmentally responsible. Whether you're hosting a gathering or stocking your restaurant in Indore, our wooden cutlery provides a stylish and eco-friendly option. With a commitment to quality and sustainability in Indore, we aim to redefine the dining experience with our range of wooden utensils. As Wooden Cutlery Suppliers in Indore, we take pride in sourcing the finest materials for our products.


Wooden Cutlery Exporters in Indore


Our products in Indore have reached international markets, catering to the global demand for sustainable dining solutions. We go beyond just supplying wooden cutlery - we are also Wooden Cutlery Exporters in Indore. From biodegradable forks and spoons to elegant wooden knives, our export-quality cutlery in Indore meets stringent standards for both functionality and environmental impact. Join us in Indore in our mission to reduce single-use plastic and embrace a greener future with our eco-friendly cutlery options.
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          Speciality Food Ingredients

          Our years of specialization in Speciality food ingredients including Artificial sweeteners, Spices, Additives, make us the prior choice of clients.
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          Premium Quality

          As quality is our topmost priority, we manufacture products using top grade material and latest technology.
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          Bulk Requirement

          If you are looking for a wholesale supplier who can accomplish your bulk requirements, then reach out to us, we will be pleased to assist you.
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          Easy Payment Options

          For your convenience, we have come up with various modes of payment options. This is to facilitate hassle-free and quicker transactions.
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          Nature of Business

          
            Manufacturers            , Supplier, Exporter, Importer          
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          Year of Establishment

          2007
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          Total Number of Employees

          11-50
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            Legal Status of Firm

            Private Limited
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            Annual Turnover

            Rs. 25 - 50 Crore
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            GST Number

            07AAHCT0738J1Z6

          

        

          

  



  
    
      
        
          
            Get Started Today With Tag Ingredients India Pvt Ltd

            Established in 2007 by our visionary owner, Gaurav Makkar, Tag Ingredients India Pvt Ltd has quickly emerged as a reliable name in the industry. With a passion for innovation an...
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              What is Artificial Sweeteners and How does it work?

              Artificial sweeteners are a hot issue of discussion. On the one hand, they're said to raise cancer risk and impair blood sugar and gut health. Mos...
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              Turmeric Powder and its Health Benefits

              Turmeric is a popular spice made from the root of the Curcuma longa plant. Curcumin is a substance found in turmeric that may help to minimise edoema....
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              What are the health benefits of Lal Mirch Powder?

              In India, red chilli powder is a common spice used in a variety of dishes. This spice, also known as Lal Mirch powder, is known for its blazing hot fl...

            

          

              

    

  

  
    
      
        
          Tag Ingredients India Pvt Ltd established in 2007

          
            Call Us : +91-9643344440Or
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          Established in 2007 by our visionary owner, Gaurav Makkar, Tag Ingredients India Pvt Ltd has quickly emerged as a reliable name in the industry. With a passion for innovation and a commitment to excel...
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            Have any Question?
          

          
            
            
              +91-9643344440

                                                 webmaster@tagingredients.com

                            

          

          
            
            
              Elite Tower-j, Apartment-11b, Belgravia Central Park II Resorts, Hero Honda Road Sector-48, Gurgaon, Gurgaon, Haryana, 122018
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        If you have a urgent requirement please fill the form or dial contact number: +91-9643344440
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